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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

The Middle East has emerged as a strong market for private aviation, according to a new report by Wealth-X and
WINGX Advance.

The typical private jet owner in the Middle East is  younger than global jet owners and, despite an average net-worth
of more than $500 million less, has planes an average of three times as expensive, near $50 million compared to
the average global owner's $16.4 million. The numbers show not only that private aviation is a viable market in the
Middle East, but other high-priced luxury offerings could also find a home.

The Middle East market has a good long term prospect, given: strong economic growth potential, particularly to the
extent that Gulf states can develop non-oil sector; long distances between trading hubs, with alternative
transportation inadequate; and infrastructure limitations, both in physical and human resources, which will be
addressed over time," said Richard Koe, managing director at WINGX Advance. "In the short term the prospects are
cloudier, due to regional conflict, poor infrastructure, and for now, economic impact of low oil prices."

"Private Aviation in the Middle East: Owner Profile, Trends and Business Opportunity" looks at the demographics of
Middle Eastern jet owners compared to global jet owners and the flight trends of the private aircrafts.

Up, up and away
Private jet ownership is pretty much exclusive to ultra-high-net-worth individuals with tens of millions, if not more, in
assets. Although North America continues to dominate the industry, that share has gradually dropped over the past
twenty years.

According to the report, there are 211,275 UHNW individuals in the world, with an average net-worth of about $140.5
million; among Middle Eastern UHNW individuals, the number is noticeably higher, crossing $166 million.
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VistaJet's Challenger 605

That Middle Eastern jet owners have a lower net-worth than global jet owners despite UHNW Middle Easterners
being worth more, on average, than UHNWs elsewhere. This means that the individuals who stand out even amongst
UHNWs have not been reached.

Given that the average liquidity of the Middle Eastern jet owner is around one-third of his net-worth compared to
about 12 percent for global jet owners means many of these consumers may be accessible.

Almost 30 percent of Middle Eastern jet owners are involved either in industrial conglomerates with another 25
percent being in non-profit and social organizations. The same two industries make up barely 10 percent of global
jet owners, whose field of work is more diverse with around one-fifth working in finances, the most popular field.

Dubai Marina

As the report notes, this is a reflection of royal family members 70 percent of Middle Eastern jet owners inherit at
least some of their wealth, compared to only a quarter globally and economies being driven through infrastructure
improvements and energy.

Middle Eastern jet owners are increasingly visiting Europe, perhaps due to ties to school or family or to escape
summer heat, with a 21 percent year-on-year increase in September and an increase of 8.6 percent in 2014. Turkey,
the United Kingdom, France, Greece and Italy are the top destinations.
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The traditional destination pattern is very predictable and gives a lot of guidance to luxury brands looking to market
to this clientele; for example, FBO lounge advertising pinpointing precisely the arrival of customers from cities in
the Middle East," Mr. Koe said.

As the Middle East continues to accrue wealth, and if private aviators tap into more of the region's UHNW
community, it could have a large impact on luxury sales in Europe. While Middle Eastern tourists will not have the
same impact on the global luxury market as the much larger Chinese population has, it nonetheless presents
opportunities for luxury brands to market extremely high-end products.

Additionally, Turkey is already seen as an emerging luxury hub. The country is positioned in the middle of Middle
East, Asia and Europe, so brands working to do business should ensure they are also equipped to sell to a potentially
diverse range of tourists.

Tourist town
Other sectors have already begun entering the Middle East, determining it to be a viable market for short- and long-
term growth.

For example, last month British accessories label Anya Hindmarch entered a franchise agreement with Etoile Group
to establish a retail footprint in the Middle East.

Anya Hindmarch's terms with Etoile Group will see the establishment of stores and concessions in the Middle East,
beginning in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. When entering into an unfamiliar market, it is  helpful and important
for brands to partner with a local entity that has an understanding of the culture and consumer sentiment (see story).

Recent financial reports have shown that planning for tourists and determining where they are likely to visit and why
should be a key endeavor of brands hoping to build successful and repeatable strategies in the future.

For example, high sales in Western Europe and Japan led to decent third quarter results for Kering, suggesting strong
business from Chinese tourists.

The Kering Group saw luxury sales increase by 14 percent on a reported basis and slightly more than 3 percent on a
comparable basis in the third quarter of 2015 compared to the year-ago. Much of this improvement can be attributed
to a variety of economic factors taking Chinese consumers to Western Europe and Japan, where Kering's presence
is relatively strong (see story).

Once again, understanding the reasons behind consumers' behaviors is key.

"Preference for large aircraft is  not just a simplistic reflection of prestige, but one of practicality, since trips tend to
be predominantly family oriented, with close and extended family members expected to accompany the patriarch,"
it states. "Typically, personalized VIP commercial airline interiors serve the families' hierarchal traditions well,
matching closely the rituals of daily life, including a heritage of eating together."

At the same time, brands should be aware of short-term risks and crucial differences of the sector in the Middle East
compared to other regions.

"It's  a fairly shallow market, with its core in Saudi and UAE, so it s  prone to volatility in these regions," Mr. Koe said.
It's  also predictably seasonal both in terms of monthly activity levels and routes flown. The customer base is very
inter-connected, so embedded suppliers to well and for others there is a high barrier to entry.

"To a different extent than in Europe, business aviation in Middle East is  private and has an important luxury
component, although it is  used primarily for lifestyle rather than just showing off," he said. "So it s  closer to the luxury
yacht industry for example than in Europe."
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